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Abstract Within quantum geometry it is presented an advanced energy

approach in scattering theory and its application to calculation of cross-sections

for some complex atomic systems. The improved numerical data for electron-

collisional excitation cross-sections are presented for barium.
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1 Introduction

At present time a great progress can be noted in development of a quantum

geometry and quantum mechanics [1]�[12], that is mainly provided due to the

carrying out more correct and e�ective mathematical methods of solving eigen

function and eigen values tasks for multi-body complex quantum sustems in

relativistic approximation and new algorythms of accounting for the complex

exchange-correlation e�ects. Nevertheless in many calculations there is a seri-

ous problem of the gauge invariance,connected with using non-optimized one-

electron representation. In fact it means uncorrect accounting for the complex

exchange-correlation e�ects (such as polarization and screening e�ects, a con-

tinuum pressure etc.). In this paper, which goes on our studying [4]�[10], we

present an advanced energy approach in scattering theory and its application to

calculation of cross-sections for some complex atomic systems.It is based on the
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relativistic many-body perturbation theory (PT) and more correct numerical ac-

counting for the complex polarization, screening e�ects and continuum pressure.

The improved numerical data for electron-collisional excitation cross-sections are

presented for sodium-like barium.

2 Formal energy approach in scattering theory

We start from the formal energy approach presented in ref.[1]. The new original

moment of our scheme is in using more corrected in comparison with [3], [10]

gauge invariant procedure for generating the atomic functions basis's (optimized

basis's) The lather includes solution of the whole di�erential equations systems

for Dirac-like bi-spinor equations [10].

As an example, we consider the collisional de-excitation of the Ne-like ion:

((2jiv)
−13jie[JiMi], εin)→ (Φo, εsc). Here Φo is the state of the ion with closed

shells (ground state of the Ne-like ion); Ji is the total angular moment of the

initial target state; indices iv, ie are related to the initial states of vacancy and

electron; indices εin and εsc are the incident and scattered energies, respectively

to the incident and scattered electrons.

Further it is convenient to use the second quantization representation. In

particular, the initial state of the system �atom plus free electron� can be written

as

|I〉 = a+in
∑

miv,mie

a+ieaivΦoC
Ji,Mi
mie,miv

(1)

Here CJi,Mi
mie,miv

is the Clebsh-Gordan coe�cient.

Final state is:

|F 〉 = a+scΦo, (2)

where |I〉 represents three-quasiparticle (3QP) state, and |F 〉 represents the one-
quasiparticle (1QP) state.

The justi�cation of the energy approach in the scattering problem is in details

described in ref. [2]. For the state (1) the scattered part of energy shift Im∆E

appears �rst in the second order of the atomic perturbation theory (fourth or-

der of the QED perturbation theory) in the form of integral over the scattered

electron energy εsc [2]:∫
dεscG(εiv, εie, εin, εsc)/(εsc − εiv − εie − εin − i0) (3)

with

Im∆E = πG(εiv, εie, εin, εsc). (4)
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Here G is a de�nite squired combination of the two-electron matrix elements of

the interelectron interaction. The value

σ = −2Im∆E (5)

represents the collisional cross-section if the incident electron eigen-function is

normalized by the unit �ow condition and the scattered electron eigen-function

is normalized by the energy δ function.

The collisional strength Ω(I → F ) is connected with the collisional cross

section σ by expression [2]:

σ(I → F ) = Ω(I → F )π/
(
(2Ji + 1)εin

(
(αZ)2εin + 2

))
. (6)

Here and below the Coulomb units are used; 1 C.u.≈27.054Z2 eV, for energy; 1

C.u.≈ 0.529 · 10−8/Z cm, for length; 1 C.u.≈ 2.419 · 10−17/Z2 sec for time.

The collisional de-excitation cross section is de�ned as follows [2]:

σ(IK → 0) = −π
∑
jin,jsc

(2jsc + 1)

 ∑
jie,jiv

〈0|jin, jsc|jie, jiv, Ji〉BIKie,iv

2

. (7)

Here BIKie,iv is a real matrix of eigen-vectors coe�cients, which is obtained af-

ter diagonalization of the secular energy matrix. The amplitude like combination

in the above expression has the following form:

〈|jin, jsc|jie, jiv, Ji〉 = sqrt(2jie + 1)(2jiv + 1)(−1)jie+1/2)
∑
λ

(−1)λ+Ji ×

×

(
δλ,Ji/(2Ji + 1)Qλ(sc, ie; iv, in) +

(
jin jsc Ji

jie jiv λ

)
Qλ(ie, in; iv, sc)

)
. (8)

Here values QQulλ and QBrλ are de�ned by the standard Coulomb and Breit

expressions [2]. For the collisional excitations from the ground state (inverse

process) one must consider a+inΦo as the initial state and

|F 〉 = a+sc
∑

mfe,mfv

a+feafvΦoC̃
Jf ,Mf
mfe,mfv (9)

as a �nal state. The cross-section is as follows:

σ(0→ IF ) = 2π(2Jf +1)
∑
jin,jsc

(2jsc+1)

 ∑
jfe,jfv

BFKfe,fv 〈jfe, jfvJf |jin, jsc|0〉

2

(10)
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Table 1 Comparison of measured and calculated electron-collisional excitation cross-sections
(σ) for Ne-like barium for two values of incident electron energy 5.69 keV and 8.20 keV (Units
are 10−21 cm2).

Level J Measured Calculated Calculated Calculated Calculated
Marrs et al. Ivanov et al. Zhang et al. Glushkov et al present
[2] [4] [2] [7] paper

Eel = 5.69 keV
2p3/23d5/2 1 3.98±0.56 3.20 3.44 3.25 3.62
2p1/23d3/2 1 2.12±0.30 1.78 2.42 1.84 2.06

Eel = 8.20 keV
2p3/23d5/2 1 3.30±0.46 2.87 2.99 2.93 3.25
2p1/23d3/2 1 1.82±0.25 1.64 2.10 1.64 1.81

with

〈jfe, jfv, Jf |jin, jsc0|〉 = sqrt(2jfe + 1)(2jfv + 1)(−1)jfe+1/2
∑
λ

(−1)λ+Jf ×

×

(
δλ,Jf (1/(2Jf + 1))Qλ(sc, ie; iv, in)

(
jin jsc Jf

jfe jfv λ

)
Qλ(fe, sc; fv, in)

)
.(11)

The di�erent normalization conditions are used for the incident and for the

scattered electron wave functions. Upon the normalization multipliers one gets

symmetrical expressions for the excitation and de-excitation, saving the weight

multiplier (2Jf +1) in (17). To calculate all necessary matrix elements one must

use the basis's of the one-particle relativistic functions. In next section we brie�y

consider our idea to generalize an approach and give some conclusions.

3 Some examples and conclusions

We applied our approach to estimate of the electron collisional excitation cross-

sections, strengths and rate coe�cients for electron-collisional excitation for Ne-

and Ar-like ions. To test our theory we compare our calculations on collisional

cross-sections for Ne-like iron with known calculations [2], [12]. Table 1 compares

the experimental results with our calculations and with those of three other

theoretical works [2], [5], [7].

It should be noted that the experimental information about the electron-

collisional cross-sections for high-charged Ne-like ions is very scarce and is ex-

tracted from indirect observations. In any case implementation of such new ele-

ments as indicated above, allows to meet more �ne agreement between theoretical

relativistic energy-approach data and empirical results.
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